Abstract-Recently, coupled schemes between Web 2.0 and service-oriented architectures (SOAs) have been researched. Content providers based on Web and Internet protocol television (IPTV) providers based on telecommunications (Telcos) have struggled against each other in order to accommodate more three-screen TV service subscribers. From the advent of Web based content management system (CMS), more abundant Web contents can be circulated. However, since service providers manage pre-encoded contents for user's device sizes and contents format directly, waste for network bandwidth and user buffer occurs. In this paper, we present user centric CMS for open IPTV service providers. The proposed system consists of Web TV enablers, a content mediator, a media server, an IPTV profile server as well as an open IPTV platform. Web TV enablers include contents aggregation, mediation, and deployment as Web services. We also implement social Web TV as the integration of the user centric CMS and social media service (SNS).
I. INTRODUCTION
On concepts and relationships between Web 2.0 and SOA, many studies have been researched [1] - [3] . Tim Oreilly mentioned that iTunes and Tivo as Web platform are good examples. Microsoft developer Dave Stutz [2] also stated that useful software utilized above the level of the single device will command high profits for a long time. On the other hand, SOA supports service abstraction and exposure through service bus and standard interface. Telcos may enable to set up loosely coupled business transactions based on SOA. Specially, IPTV providers aggressively adopt Web 2.0 based on service delivery platform (SDP) core technologies [4] . Hence, telcos may provide prosumers or third party providers with open application programming interfaces (APIs) related to broadcasting and communications resources as well as Web 2.0.
However, they are tardy to develop Web 2.0 technologies for multimedia service such as TV, compared with contents provider, device manufacturers, and portal providers. Many conventional approaches of an IPTV CMS are provideroriented. The system converts the contents based on predefined device/screen profiles, before it publishes and provides contents to users. There are two issues for these kinds of approaches. For users, there is a chance that some device screens don't fit to the system's prepared size set. In this case, the user will be not properly served because the user may be forced to download over-sized contents which waste network bandwidth and user buffer, or to download the worse-quality contents. For service providers, they should prepare contents with various file sizes whether users actually download or not. If there is no download for a certain screen profile, it's waste of storage and processing power to convert. Like this, IPTV providers have spent unnecessary storage for CMS and network bandwidth for three-screen TV services.
Therefore, we proposed the user centric CMS for open IPTV. The proposed system involves Web TV enablers, a content mediator, a media server, an IPTV profile server as well as an open IPTV platform. As main functions of the user centric CMS, Web TV enablers consist of contents aggregation, mediation, and deployment. Their Web services are useful for users and service providers. The main contribution of our work is to split an integrated Web syndication system into contents aggregation, mediation, and deployment and provide user centric CMS over SNS to IPTV providers in order to solve this problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss related works in Section II. We present an user centric CMS, which is consisted of content aggregation, mediation, deployment, and other sub-systems in Section III. Section IV and V present social Web TV and three-screen TV service scenarios using the proposed user centric CMS. In Section VI, we briefly present the implementation and evaluations of social Web TV based on user centric CMS. Finally, we conclude the paper with future works in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The survey of global service platforms or systems to support various multimedia devices has been researched for a long time. In CMS, Yang et al. [5] present a Web-based content syndication platform for IPTV. Their system aggregates contents from feeds of content providers, converts aggregated contents for three-screen profiles, and offers them to service providers. However, the process to reproduce and distribute contents is strongly coupled and automatically managed, which means that the service provider should additionally adopt the Web syndication system to reproduce contents. In this paper, we split the integrated system into each function using Web services. Sun et al. [6] suggested a user-driven web service syndication model to guarantee the QoS. They argues the performance of user centric model with heuristic algorithm and optimal solution, but there's no comparison to the conventional approaches.
In social TV, Martin et al. presented a new video delivery system by integrating multiple devices such as TV, PC, and smartphone [7] . However, they pre-encode original contents adaptive to supporting three-screen TV service. In this paper, after user's request for contents adaptation, the process of contents reproduction starts. Youn et al. [8] Next, we briefly introduce Web TV enablers as core Web services for the user centric CMS. Web TV enablers are developed by using Java and Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP).
A. Contents aggregation
As a Web contents feeder based on really simple syndication (RSS), a contents provider may upload his contents suitable to RSS format, and then third party providers may choose and aggregate contents, which they want to provide. Original contents will temporarily be aggregated at a content mediator in Fig. 1 . Contents aggregation supports another web syndication format, Atom Syndication Format (ATOM). Contents transmission by file transfer protocol (FTP) needs to be required for contents delivery to temporary storage.
B. Contents mediation
Contents mediation provides prosumers or third party providers with a transcoding function. We adopt FFmpeg as software encoder. FFmpeg provides an audio/video converting . After completing contents encoding, new generated contents are stored at a contents mediator.
In addition, this function may interwork with device profile through open IPTV platform due to acquiring user access information such as a Web browser and device type. Kinds of devices are divided into the following three-screen: PC, iPhone, and iPad.
C. Contents deployments
Contents deployment delivers transcoded contents into a media server, at which they store the converted contents. Before dispatching contents, the connection in a FTP manner needs to be required. If converted contents are new, metadata generated in TV-Anytime [12] should be inserted into contents profile of an IPTV profile server. That is, the original contents and converted contents have different contents reference identifiers (CRIDs), which are generated by the IPTV profile server [12] .
In addition, contents deployment can support contents sharing, which is to deliver uniform resource locator (URL) for contents location. Using uploading APIs provided by Twitter and Me2day, transcoded contents can be delivered into other social services. Me2day is a social networking service operated by NHN in South Korea.
D. Other sub-systems for user centric CMS
Open IPTV platform is a gateway to transit XML based on Web 2.0 and service bus to harmonize pure open APIs like broadcasting and communications. We use oracle communications service gatekeeper (OCSG) as core SDP for open IPTV. A IPTV profile server contains profiles for open IPTV related to contents and device. The open IPTV platform can communicate with the IPTV profile server in a XML Configuration Access Protocol (XCAP) manner. XCAP is a application protocol, which can insert, modify, and delete XMLs with database. CRID generation and management are controlled by the IPTV profile server. Content mediator is a transcoding engine, which installed FFmpeg open sources, and interworks with Web TV enablers. FFMpeg is installed on Ubuntu server operating system (OS). The user centric CMS has device-aware functions through the IPTV profile. This system temporarily stores the original contents delivered by contents aggregation and converted contents generated by contents mediation. Lastly, a media server is a web server for contents delivery as well as a FTP server for contents management.
IV. SOCIAL WEB TV
We also propose social Web TV using the user centric CMS for open IPTV in Fig. 1 . The proposed social Web TV integrates an operation portal for an administrator with SNS for social users such as prosumers. The existing Web syndication platform is for business-to-business (B2B) model [5] . However, the proposed social Web TV may accommodate additional customer-to-business (C2B) business models for three-screen TV service and convergence services. We implement the Web TV enablers on social Web TV, which supports three-screen TV service based on open IPTV platform. This means that the administrator portal for the user centric CMS integrates with the portal pages for general users. Because device profile at the IPTV profile server includes PC, iPhone, and iPad, we use three different types of multimedia devices as three-screen TV service. Here, a PC is the same as TV screen environment considering open IPTV.
A. Philosophy
Social media is increasing with high ability of contents diffusion among the social network. It expects a synergy of TV with social media, by delivering better contents more precisely and speedy. Social TV should provide good accessibility and screen diversity (three-screen), because there are various kinds of users with different screens and access environment.
Among the approaches of this problem, World Wide Web (WWW) is a good approach to provide accessibility. Moreover, we can apply the proposed system to social service environments independent on Web browsers. Generally speaking, SNS can provide aggregated contents to familiar social users as Web contents aggregator. Contents reproduction based on social environments has not been permitted from service providers because content modifications are restricted by contents suppliers. However, the proposed social Web TV has functions to aggregate, deploy contents as well as transcode aggregated contents. For example, user created contents (UCC) are free of limitation for contents transcoding. The restriction of contents reproduction by the contents suppliers is out of technology's scope.
B. Advantages
First, the proposed social Web TV can reproduce contents according to requests for social users. In other words, it is independent on device types of social users. Social users can freely aggregate contents from contents providers and then transcode original contents when they want to watch them. Second, the proposed system can prevent network bandwidths and user buffers from being exhausted by downloading contents with high quality. Third, contents aggregation, mediation, and deployment work on the same social portal individually. This enables the open IPTV platform to provide prosumers or third party providers with Web TV enablers of the user centric CMS as Web 2.0. Lastly, since social users do not request contents transcoding for unpopular contents, extra contents mediation for three-screen TV service is unnecessary.
Additionally, social Web TV can recognize a device type from user-agent in the header of Web browser, which social users link to. That is, social Web TV automatically detects user's device by comparison between connected browser and device profile.
C. Disadvantages
At least one of voluntary contributors needs to request for content aggregation, mediation, and deployments. The initial requester waits for transcoding popular contents. Next, administrators for media servers should continuously monitor increased file sizes, because numbers of reproduced contents may be proportion to numbers of device profile. In preparations for maintenance of the user centric CMS, the social Web TV provides social users with useful information such as counts of contents mediation and counts of contents viewing.
V. THREE-SCREEN TV SERVICE SCENARIOS
Based on social Web TV, which accommodates the proposed user centric CMS, we present several three-screen service TV scenarios.
A. Scenario of contents aggregation from feed sources
In this scenario, the user wants to see a set of contents from a certain contents feed (e.g., RSS or ATOM). The user inputs the address of feed on the aggregation page of social Web TV, then the Web TV enabler reads the feed to aggregate contents. The user can select the contents to aggregate. The procedure follows the sequence of content aggregation, which is described in Fig. 2 .
-User A connects the aggregation page of social Web TV through a PC/iPad.
-User A inputs URL of contents feed of RSS or ATOM.
-Social Web TV enabler reads aggregated feeds, analyzes feeds, and then returns the list of contents to user A.
-User A selects contents to aggregate, from the list of result.
-Social Web TV requests aggregation to Web TV enabler by using ContentAggregation.aggregateContent.
-After finishing the aggregation, Web TV enabler returns the aggregation process result.
-Social Web TV notifies the result for user A.
B. Scenario of contents mediation
In this scenario, the user wants to watch a video contents through social Web TV. Social Web TV checks user's device environment and then confirms whether Web TV enabler has properly converted contents. If not, social Web TV asks the user to transcode the contents. Even though the user revokes contents transcoding, he/she can watch the origin contents. If the contents has already been converted, the user can start to watch the video contents. The procedure of contents mediation follows a sequence which is described in Fig. 3 .
-User A selects one of the contents list through an iPhone.
-Social Web TV checks user A's device information and then recognizes the user's device as iPhone.
-Social Web TV verifies the converted contents suitable to user's device, by using ContentMediation.isExistContent.
-Web TV enabler notifies that there is no converted version for an iPhone.
-Social Web TV notifies to user A that there is no converted version, and asks him/her to convert the contents.
-If User A agrees to convert the contents, social Web TV requests for transcoding the content.
-After finishing transcoding, social Web TV notifies that it's ready to play.
-User A plays the contents.
C. Scenario of contents deployment
In this scenario, the user wants to share the watching experience of social Web TV to the SNS. The social Web TV supports social deployment with watched content information. The procedure of contents deployment follows a sequence which is described in Fig. 4 .
-User A with an iPad connects to social Web TV.
-User A writes review of contents which he watched in social Web TV before.
-User A requests to deploy converted contents into Twitter and Me2day (contents sharing).
-Social Web TV calls the third party APIs such as Twitter or Me2Day in order to post the review with content information and upload the contents.
-Social Web TV shares the content by using ContentDeployment.uploadContent.
-Social Web TV notifies the result to user A.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATIONS FOR SOCIAL WEB TV BASED ON USER CENTRIC CMS A. Implementation
In this paper, because we focus on integrating an user centric CMS with social environments, we do not describe the features and technologies for social services in detail. Social Web TV provides variously aggregated, transcoded, and shared contents independent on Web browsers with social users. for PC (TV) and iPad are used, however, the layout for iPhone (480*320) is developed adaptive to small screen like Fig. 6 . Table I shows lists for operations and interfaces of core Web services for the user centric CMS.
B. Evaluations
In order to evaluate performance, we compare the existing CMS (Web syndication platform) with the proposed one like 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we proposed the user centric CMS, which is split into contents aggregation, mediation, and deployment based on Web service (e.g., SOAP). Open IPTV provides subscribers with three-screen TV service by adding device profile. Besides, user centric CMS can re-generate the contents dynamically by social users. Hence, since waste of network bandwidth and user buffer can be reduced, gain for user delay will increase.
Network providers and platform providers will get a powerful solution for open IPTV using SNS. Social users as broadcasting channel will contribute their UCCs to contents reproduction. Even though the user centric CMS is managed dynamically, the administrator's role for contents management can be slightly reduced.
Furthermore, these Web services of the user centric CMS can be applied not only media syndication but also the eventdriven applications such as applications using sensors. In this case, the distributed event generators are matched to the contents feeder and the central application is matched the social web TV which uses data from the event aggregation. We expect that this work will be helpful to studies for the next generation open IPTV network and Web of object (WoO).
